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Let X be a compact metric space, and let V = { F(a, x): a E A ) where A is an open 
subset of R”, and F(a, X) and SF/da,, 1 < i< n, are continuous on A x X. Suppose 
f~ C(XJ is weakly normal; that is (i) f has a best approximation F(a*, .) = B,(f) 
such that N= dim FV(a*) = dim span{(dc/3a,)(a*, .): 1 < i<f~} is maximal, and (ii) 
certain weakened versions of the local Haar condition, a sign property equivalent 
to a form of asymptotic convexity, and Property Z hold. For those weakly normal 
functions f for which {XE A’: If(x) - F(a*, x)1 = IIf- F(a*, .)I1 } has exactly Nf 1 
points, we give constructions of the local Lipschitz and strong unicity constants, as 
well as show that BY(f~ is differentiable. ‘c’ 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the setting of uniform approximation by algebraic polynomials in a 
single real variable, characterizations for the strong unicity constant were 
developed in [S, IX]. In [ 10, l] a characterization for the local Lipschitz 
constant was developed and it was shown that under certain conditions the 
norm of the derivative of the best approximation operator equals the local 
Lipschitz constant. It is the purpose of this paper to extend these results to 
a much more general setting, which includes, e.g., as a special case, the 
situation of generalized rational approximation on an arbitrary compact 
metric space. In this section we describe our setting, which is similar to that 
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in [ 15, 71; in Section 2 we prove some preliminary results; in Section 3 we 
review and expand some results for the linear case; and we prove our main 
results in Section 4. 
Let n be a positive integer, and let A be an open subset of 
a = (a,, . . . . an) E R”, Ilall will denote max(lail: 1 ,<i<<nj, Let X be a 
compact metric space with a least II + 1 points, and let Y(X, y) denote 
the distance between X, J~EX. Given j:‘~ C(X), we define i1j-i; = 
sup{ jf(.v)( : XE X}. For any positive integer k and any SC X, Z/i will 
denote [(x 1 ) . ..) Xk) : x 1 ) . ..) xk distinct points in Sj. Let V be a set of con- 
tinuous functions defined on A xX, where for all FE V we also assume 
(8F:Paj)(a. s) = F,(a, x) is continuous on A xX for i= 1, ..~, n. For any 
a E A, set W(a j = (D(a, b, x) E x7= I biFija, x): b = (b,, . . . . b,l) E R” > and 
let c’(!(a)=dim W(u). Let N=max{d(u): ae A); evidently Ndn. Given 
J’EC(X) and aEA, let E,(f)= (xEX: If(x)-F(a, x)1 = il.f-F(a, .)ii>. 
We say F(u*, .) E V is a best approximation to f E C(X) on X from K if 
Ii-f- F(,a’, .)I1 d lif -F(u, .)ll, for all UE A. If F(a*, .) is unique, we w3iI 
often denote it by B,,( f ), and we will also use the notation cl-( f j = 
-f - B,,(f) and E,,( f ) = E,,(f ). The notation B,,(S, S) will mean the unique 
best approximation to .f on S from P’, where SC X. 
DEFINITION 1. Let f E C(X). 
(a) The global Lipschitr constant is defined us 
A[*,(f)=sup 
i 
II&~f)-&wll:f~g gEC(X)), 
llf-gll 5 i’ 
(bj For 6>01 let 
lf,(A b)=sup 
1 
llB.(f) - Bv(g)ll 
Ilf - d 
:O<Ilf-gl/<6,gEC(X) 
> 
Then 
x b.(f) = ,l$I+ i i,(.f. 6) 
is the local Lipschitz constant. 
(c) The strong unicity constant is defined as 
M,-(f) = sup 
i 
llF(a, .)-Bv(f )II 
llf- F(a, .)ll - Ilf- B&f Ill 
:atA;F(a,.)#By(f)). 
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{ 
llJl4 .) - B.(f)ll = sup 
IL- aa, .)I1 - IL- BY(f)ll 
:aEA;O< IIF(a, .)-B.(f)11 <6 . 
I 
Then 
is the local strong unicity constant. 
We remark here that in case V is a linear subspace it was shown in [ 1 l] 
that M,(f, 6) = M,,(f) an d so the local strong unicity constant only makes 
sense when V is a nonlinear set. As stated earlier, it was demonstrated in 
[ 10, 1 ] that under certain conditions the local Lipschitz constant turns out 
to be the norm of the derivative of Bv. The following definition makes this 
concept of derivative precise. 
DEFINITION 2. The best approximation operator B, has at f~ C(X) a 
one-sided derivative denoted by D-f B,: C(X) + V if for each g E C(X) the 
limit 
lim Bv(f+ tg) - BG’(f) 
r-o+ t =WMd 
exists. In case D., B,,( g) = -D,- BY( -g), we say B, is differentiable at J: If 
in addition the derivative D,r B, is a linear operator of direction g then B, 
is called Gbteaux differentiable at f~ C(X). 
The study of the differentiability of B,, in C(X) was begun by Kroo [ 131 
where a characterization of those f E C(X) where B, is Gateaux differen- 
tiable is given when X is an interval and V is a linear space satisfying the 
Haar condition. These results have subsequently been extended to the 
setting where X is an interval and I/ is the set of ordinary rational functions 
[12]. In this report, studies of the local Lipschitz constant for the 
aforementioned general nonlinear families will lead to an extension of the 
differentiability of B, to these families. 
We next define three properties which will appear as hypotheses in many 
of our results. 
DEFINITION 3. Let a E A and S c X. 
(a) We say that property SIGN(a, S) holds if for all So c S, So com- 
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pact, for ail b E A with F(a, X) # F(b, x), for all x E S,, there exists a 
4 E W(a) with sgn 4(x) = sgn(F(b, x) - F(a, s)): for all x E S,. 
(b) We say property LH(a, S) holds if for every m d ci(a) and every 
set of distinct points (x,, . . . , x,} c S, the set of vectors { [h,(,u,j, .~ 
~Jx~)]: j= 1, . . . . M) is linearly independent, where k = d(a) and {izI, ...I hk jr 
is a basis for W(a). 
(c) We say property Z(a, S) holds if there is a 5 > 0 such that fcr 
IDEA with j/a-all <b and for all bE.4, if F(b, ‘)-F(i?, ~) has more than 
il(ti) - 1 zeros in S, then F(b, -) = F(ii, .) on X. 
We remark here that property SIGN(a, S) is equivalent to asymptotrc 
convexity essentially as delined in [15] restricted to subsets of S. Also 
property SIGN(a, S) is similar to the definition of the ‘Vorzeichen- 
bedingung” found in [7, p. 681. Properties LH(a, S) and Z(u, S) are, 
respectively, essentially the local Haar condition and property Z as defined 
in [3, 7, 151 but restricted to S. 
DEFINITION 4. Let fe C(X). We say that S is weakly normal if f has a 
best approximation F(a*, . j with d(a*) = N such that SIGN(u”, E,*(f)), 
LH(u*, E,,(j)), and Z(a*, E,,(f)) all hold. 
This weak normality condition is the same as the usual normality condi- 
tion with the exception that we only require the three properties of Defini- 
tion 2 to hold on the set of extreme points, E,,(f). We also point out that 
this definition is motivated by the observation made in [i5, p. 1X] that 
the local Haar condition could in some cases be weakened by requiring the 
local Haar condition only on the set of extreme points. 
Examples of the kinds of settings our results can be applied to are 
generalized rational functions, sums of exponential functions with non- 
coalescing frequencies on compact subsets of the real line, and of course 
linear subspaces. Our results also can be applied to certain generalized 
rational functions, which are not varisolvent as defined by Rice [16, 171. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We now state a lemma which collects some reslts on the set V which will 
be needed later. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose a* E A is fixed with d(a* ) = k. Then 
(a) If Ilu-a*/1 is suf$cierztly small, hen F(a, .I-F(a*,.)= 
qu*, a - a*. .) + o( lla - a”11 ). 
(b) ~~~~u,~)-F(u*;)~~=O(~~a-u*~~)us lla--*l/+0. 
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(c) Suppose k = N. Let x1, . . . . xN be distinct points in X such that 
LH(a*, {xr, . . . . x .>) and Z(a*, (x1, . . . . xn)) hold. Let I be a set of N indices 
such that { Fi(a*, .): t’e I> forms a basis for W(a*). Then for all sufficiently. 
small E>O, there exists a 6= 8(~)>0 such that if jF(a*, xi)-ci( <6, 
i = 1, . . . . N, then there is a unique a E A satisfying (i j F(a, xi) = cir i = 1, . . . . N, 
(ii) ai = a* for i $ I, and (iii) /Ia - a* 11 d E. Furthermore, F(a, . ) E V is the 
only element of V satisfying (i); that is, zf also a~ A and F(a, xi) = ci, 
i = 1, . . . . N, then F(ii, x) = F(a, x) for all x E X. We may also assume that 
I/a-a*11 =O(IlF(a,.)-F(a*,.)II) as IIF(a,.)-F(a*,-)I1 +O. 
Proof The proof of (a) follows from the fact that Fi(av x), i= 1, . . . . n, 
are continuous on A x X and (b) follows from (a). Part (c) and its proof 
can be found in [3]. 
The first theorem we present contains results on best approximation, in 
particular, a “zero in the convex hull” characterization of a best 
approximation, an inclusion theorem, and a strong uniqueness result. 
However, the main purpose of the theorem is to establish a type of 
generalized alternation theorem in our setting. 
THEOREM 1. Let a* E A be fixed with d(a*) = k. 
(a) Suppose f E C(X) and F(a*, .)E I/ are such that SIGN(a*, 
E,,(f )) holds. Then F(a*, .) is a best app roximation to f tf and only if there 
is no do W(a*) such that (f(x)-F(a*, x))b(x)>O for all x~E,,(f). 
(b) Under the lrypotheses of part (a), F(a*, .) is a best approximation 
to f if and only tf the zero of k-dimensional real space, Oli lies in 
co(sgn(f(x) - F(a*, x))[h,(x), . . . . h&)1 : x E E,*(f )}, where co denotes the 
convex hull and {h,, . . . . hk} is any basis for W(a*). 
(c) Suppose (x,, . . . . xk) ~2~ is such that LH(a*, {x0, . . . . xk}) holds. 
Then there is a unique set of signs crO, .. . . ok depending on a* and x0, . . . . xk 
such that Go= 1, (oil = 1 for i= 1, . . . . k, and 0, lies in 
co(ai[h,(xj), . . . . hk(xi)]: i=O, . . . . kj, where {h,, . . . . hk} is any basis for 
W(a*). Furthermore, oO, . . . . ok are independent of the choice of basis for 
W(a*). 
(d) Suppose d(a*)= N, and (x0, . . . . x~,)E~~ is such that LH(a*, 
(x0, . . . . x,>) holds. Th en there is a 6 > 0 such that tf a E A, ( yO, . . . . yN) E 2,” 
satisfv 11 a - a* /I d 6, and r(xi, yi) < 6, O<idN, then d(a) = N, 
LWa, { yo, . . . . I,.~}) h o Id s, and the signs associated with a* and x,,, . . . . x, are 
identical with those associated with a and yO, . . . . yN. 
(e) Suppose (x0,..., x~)E~~ is such that LH(a*, {x0, . . . . xk)) and 
SIGN(a*, {x0, . . . . xk}) hold. Th en there is no a E A for which a,(F(a, xi) - 
F(a* , xi)j>O, i=O, . . . . k, or a,(F(a, xi)-F(a*, xi))<O, i= 1, . . . . k. 
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(f) Suppose (x,, . . . , xk) E $k is such rhat LH(ci*, {x0, . . . . xk)) ar:d 
SIGN(a*, {x0 , . . . . xk) ) hold. Suppose f E C(X), and let a,, ..~, (TV be signs as 
in part (c j. Suppose further that sgn(f(x,) - F(a*, xi)) = mi, 0 d i <k, .,or 
some CT= -l,O, or 1. Then inf(lJf-F(a:.jJ/:oEA:3min:Jf(x,j- 
F(a*,x,)/: O<i<k}. 
(g) Suppose LH(a*, E,,(f)) and SEGN(a*, E,*(f)) hold. Then 
F(a*, .) is a best approximation to f E C(X) iJ‘and onl,~~ if f - F(a*, .) pos- 
sesses a “a-alternarzt” of length k + 1, that is, a (k + 1 )-tuple (x,, . . . . xir) E T2 
with signs go, . . . . 13~ as itz part (c) such that x, E E,*(f) and 
sgn(.f(x,) - F(a*, xi)) = crcri, i = 0, . . . . k, for some g = - 1, 0, or 1. We shall 
denote this a-alternant by a Jx,, . . . . s,; a*). For the comerse part, the 
assumptiom that LH(a*, E,,(f )) and SIGN(a*, E,,(f)) hold can be 
replaced by the weaker assumptions that LH(a* r Y ) ,-. 3, .~., xk}) and STGN(a”, 
{x0, . . . . xk) j hold. 
(h) Suppose d(a*) = N, and f E C(X) is such that f - F(G*, .) 
possesses a a-alternant oC.(.xO, .. . . x,~; a*! of length N + 1 with 
LH(a*, (sO I...,.~,v}), SIGN(a*, {x0 ,..., xv}), and Z(a”, {x0? . . . . +Y,~)) al’/ 
holding. Then the best approximation F(a*, .) is strongly unique: that is, 
there is a 1’ > 0 such that 
Il.f- Fia, . Ill 2 ilf - On*, .)I1 +i’ IlFCa, .)-F(a*, ,111 
for all a E A. 
ProoJ: The proof of (a) follows as a result of property 
SIGN(a*, E,,(f )j and arguments similar to those in [ 15, Theorem 871 
and [7, Satz 5.21. Part (b) results from part (a) and the theorem on linear 
inequalities [4, p. 191. Part (f) is the usual type oi inclusion result or a 
general de la Vallee Poussin theorem [4, p. 771 and is well known (see, 
e.g., [ 15, Theorem 851; its proof follows immediately from (e). The proof 
of (h) follows by arguments similar to those in [3,9], where part (e) above 
is used in place of the usual zero counting on an interval. We will give 
proofs of (CL id), (e), and id. 
(c) Let (A,, . . . . ha) be any basis for W(a*), and consider the 
equation 
$ e,oi [h,(xJ, . . . . h,(x,)] = 0,. (2.1 ) 
i=O 
This is an underdetermined homogeneous linear system and so it has non- 
trivial solutions. Now since LH(a*, {x0, . . . . x,>) holds every set of vectors 
( jh,(zJ . . . . hk(i1)], ..*, [hi(q), . . . . h&k)] > . IS mearly independent, -where 1’ 
I~, . . . . ik are distinct points in {x0, ,.., x kj. Thus for any nontrivial solution 
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(@ooo, . . .. okok) of (2.1) we must Q,o,#O for all i=O, 1, . . . . k. Now without 
loss of generality we may choose c0 = 1, and rewrite (2.1) as 
i ~;(~;/~oN-~,(x;), ..., kk(Xi)l = - Ch,bcJ, ...> h&0)1. (2.2) 
i=O 
The Haar condition then implies that (2.2) has a unique solution 
(a,(6,/~0)7 . ..> Ok(~k/~O) = (a,, . ..-. tlk), where C(~ #0, i= 1, . . . . k. Now impos- 
ing the conditions Ir~;l = 1, 8; > 0, for i = 0, . . . . k, and Cf=, 8; = 1 determines 
cl, . . . . c-rk and eo, . . . . ok uniquely. To see that eo, . . . . ok are independent of 
the choice of basis for W(a*), we observe for any h in any other basis 
for lV(a*) we must have If=,, B,a,h(x,) =0 so (2.1) holds for the 
~0, ..., Ok, O,..., e ok chosen above. 
(d) Without loss of generality we may assume 1z,= Fi(o*, .), 
i= 1, .,., N, forms a basis for W(a*). Let hi= F,(a, .), i= 1, . . . . N. Now, 
h,( L;) depends continuously on a and JJ~, so for 6 > 0 sufficiently small we 
have that the determinant of the matrix [Ii;;(z i = 1, . . . . N, j = 1, . . . . N, is 
nonzero for every choice of N distinct points {zi, . . . . zN} from (yo, . . . . yN}. 
Thus {h, , . . . . h,} is linearly independent, so d(a) > N; but N is maximal, so 
d(a) = N, and {I;,, . . . . A,,,} is a basis for W(a). Also, H’(a) satisfies the Haar 
condition on { yO, . . . . JJ,,,} so LH(a, ( J'~, . . . . JV,}) holds. Finally, by part (c) 
we can infer that CI,, . . . . CI~ are continuous functions of x0, . . . . xN, a*, so 
small changes in x0, . . . . So, a* will leave the signs oo, . . . . cN associated with 
x0, . . . . xN unchanged. Thus if 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, co, . . . . trlv will also 
be the signs associated with yo, . . . . y,v. 
(e) Suppose o,(F(u, xi) - F(u*, xi)) > 0 for i= 0, . . . . k. (The case 
where a,(F(u, xi) - F(u*, xi)) <O for i= 0, . . . . k is similar and will be 
omitted.) Let (hi, . . . . hk} be a basis for lV(u*). By SIGN(u*, {x0, . ..? xk} j, 
there is a c E Rk such that sgn(J$= i cjlzi(xi)) = sgn(F(u, xi) - F(u*, xi)) for 
i = 0, 1, . . . . k. Thus, setting p = rF=, cjhj, we have aip(xi) > 0 for i = 0, . . . . k. 
We wish to show this is impossible; we will establish the stronger claim 
that if CJ; p(xi) 2 0, for i = 0, . . . . k, then p E 0 on X. From part (c) above and 
its proof we have that xF=, Bioi[h,(xi), . . . . hk(xi)] = [0, . . . . 01, for some 
8 o, . . . . 8, with 6;> 0 for all i. So x:= i 8iaip(xi) = 0. But 8iaip(xi) >O, 
0 6 i< k, hence p(x,) = 0, 0 < i < k, and the claim now follows from the 
assumption that W(u*) satisfies the Haar condition on {x0, . . . . , k,. K\ 
(g) (3) Suppose flu*, .) is a best approximation to f from V. If 
If-F(a*, .)I1 = 0, then E,*(f) = X and for any (x,, . . . . x,) E ;k;k with signs 
co, . . . . ok we have If(xi) - F(u* ,x;)l =O=Oo;, i=O, . . . . k. If /f -F(u*, .)I1 
> 0, then by part (b) above and Caratheodory’s theorem [4, p. 171, for 
some m Q k, there exist (x0, . . . . xk) E yk with I f(xi) - F(u*, xi)1 = 
/f -F(u*, .)/I, i=O, . . . . in, and the zero of R” is in co{sgn(f(x,) - 
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F(a*, xi))[h,(xj), . . . . hk(xi)]: i=O, . . . . ml where (A,, . . . . izkj is a basis for 
FV(a*). But by the Haar condition, n?>k. so m =k. By the uniqueness 
of the signs in part (c) we have sgn(f(xO) - F(a*, x0)) sgn(f(xi)- 
F(a*, xi)) = gi, so sgn(f(xj) - F(a*, xi)) = sgn(f(xo) - F(a*, xO))cri = go;> 
for i = 0, . ..) k. 
(-=j Suppose that for some (x0 ,... ,.Y~)E~~, LH(a*, {x0: . . ..xk)) 
and SIGN(a*, (x0, . . . . xk} j hold, If(xi) - F(a*, xi)1 = ilJ’- F(a*, .)I/- and 
sgn(f(x,) - F(a*, xi)) = gcri, for i = 0, . ..? k, for some c = - 1, 0, or i. Then 
by part (f) we have 
its- JIa*, )I1 >inf{lIf-F(n, .)Ij:aEAl 
>min(If(xi)-F(a*, xl)j:O<i<kj 
= iif-F(a, x 
so F(a*, .) is a best approximation to .f from Fi, 
Remark. We note that if 0,(x0, . . . . x,; a*) is a o-alternant for 
f- Fia*, .), and if we define M, = {xi: cri= 11 and M, = {x,: si= - 1 I9 
then in the terminology of [6, 191 M = M, u M, is called an N-set relative 
to F(a*, . j, since by Theorem l(e), there is no F(a, .) E V with 
F(a*, .) -F(a, .)>O on M,, and F(a*, .) - F(a, .) <O on M,. In fact: in 
the terminology of [9], 0 c.(xO, .. . . xk, . a*) is a minimal N-set relative io 
F(a*, . ). 
As stated before Theorem l(g) is a generalized alternation theorem, but 
we note there that the ordinary alternation theorem does not necessarily 
hold even in situations where it would appear to make sense. The following 
example illustrates this. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X = { -1, 0, $1, A = R2, and V = {a, + a2x2: 
(aI ~ a2) E A ). For every a E A we have W(a) = V and d(a) = 2. Since P’ is a 
linear space we have that property SIGN(a, X) holds for all a E A. ‘Note 
also that LH(a, X) and Z(a, X) also hold for all a E A. Thus every f E CjXa 
is normal. Define f E C(X) by f ( - 1) = 0, -f(O) = 0, and f (‘) = - $. con- 
sider a = (- $, 1 ), so F(a, x) =x2 - 1. We have then that liJ’- F(a, .);I = f 
with f - F(a, .) having the ordinary alternation property, but F(a, ) is not 
a best approximation to j To see this, consider a* = (-2% 0): so 
F(a*,s)=-i; we have Ilf-F(a*,.)II=$ with f(-I)-F(a*, -I)=& 
f(0) - F(a*, 0) = $, and f(i)-F(a*, i)= -i. Now we ‘nave 
(f,(l)li, (-1)*]+(~)(1)[1,0’] +(f)(-r)[L (4j21= W,Ol, so (Got g1, cd 
= (1, 1; - l), and so f - F(a, .) alternates in the sense described in 
Theorem l(g); thus F(a*, .) is the best a pproximation to 4: Note that if we 
extend this example to [ - 1, 1 ] by defining J‘ to pass through ( - 1, 0). 
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(- 4, -i), (0, 0), (i, - $), and (1, -i), and to be linear between these 
points, then f is weakly normal (but not normal), and F(a*, x) = - f is still 
the best approximation to f according to Theorem l(h) with the same 
o-alternant. Thus although the concepts of weak normality and o-alternant 
are the same as ordinary normality and alternant in some common situa- 
tions (e.g., ordinary rationals or exponential sum approximation on a com- 
pact subset of an interval with at least N+ 1 points), in more complicated 
situations they can add additional insight. 
The next example demonstrates that in contrast to the set of normal 
functions the set of weakly normal functions need not be an open set. It 
also gives an example of a nonweakly normal function that has a strongly 
unique best approximation. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X= C-1, l],A =R2,and V= (a,+az.u2:(a,, a,)~Aj. 
Then as before W(a) = V and d(a) = 2, for all a E A, but since properties 
LH(a, X) and Z(a, X) both fail, there are no normal functions in C(X) with 
respect to V. Now define feC(X) by f(-l)=l, f(-i)= -1, f(O)=l, 
f( 1) = 0, and linear in between these points. Then a* = (0,O) gives 
F(a*, X) = 0 as the best approximation with { - 1, - 4, 0} with the signs 
00=1, cJr=-1, ~~ = 1 forming a o-alternant. Note also that properties 
SIGN, LH, and Z all hold at a* on { - 1, -& 0}, so f is weakly normal 
and by Theorem l(h), F(a*, b) =0 is strongly unique. Now for 0 < f < i 
define g,EC(X) by g,(-l)= 1, g,(-$)= -1, g,(-tj= 1, g,(O)= l-t, 
g,(t) = 1, g,( 1) = 0, and linear in between these points. Then CI* = (0,O) still 
gives the best approximation to g, and { - 1, -$, -t> with signs rrO = 1, 
err = - 1, and (TV = 1 forms a a-alternant, but properties LH and Z fail to 
hold at o* on the set E,,( g,) = { - 1, -4, -t, t}. So g, is not weakly 
normal even though g, -+ f uniformly as t + 0. However, we do have that 
for t sufficiently small 
llg,-F(a,‘)lI ~lI~~ll+~~1~4r2~l~7~4t’~~lI F(a,‘jI/ for all a E A. 
Hence g, has zero as its strongly unique best approximation. 
The preceding example illustrates an important fact about the weakly 
normal functions. That is, if f is weakly normal and g is sufficiently close 
to f, then g must have a strongly unique best approximation, even if g is 
not weakly normal. This is made precise in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose f E C(X) is weakly normal and Ile.,(f )I1 # 0. Then 
there exists a 6, > 0 such that if g E C(X) and I/f - gl/ < a,, then g has a 
strongl], unique best approximation F(a, . ), and g - F(u, ) possesses a 
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a-alternunf of length Iv + 1. In addition, Ai (,f. 6,) < + xc. Moseocer, lhi~ 
strong uniqueness holds uniformIy in thal [here exist a 6,O < 6 < 6,. and D 
y>O .such rhat lig-F(a, .)I1 b ilg-B,-(g)jl +;!~jF(a, .)-B,,(g)/1 for ati g 
with j/f- g!/ < zj and.for a// a~ A. 
Proqi: If F(a*, . ) is a best approximation te f, then L 
and SIGN(a*, E,,(f)) hold, so by Theorem l(g) j-F(a*: .) possesses a 
a-alternant fr c.(.~O, . . .. +:a*), and by Theoreml(h): F(a*, .) is strongly 
unique. Then by arguments similar to those in [3-j? there exist 6 i > 0 and 
j3 > 0 such that if g E C(X) and /IS- g]l d 6, - then a best approximation 
F(a, ) to g exists, and for any such Ffa, .) we have /lF(u*, ) - F(a, . )I1 < 
j3 11-f - g/l. We now claim that for some 6, with 0 < 6, < ?il, if i[S- g// <ho 
and F(a, .) is a best approximation to g, then g--(a, .) possesses a 
o-alternant of length N+ 1. Once this has been shown, strong uniqueness 
of F(a, ) will follow from Theorem l(h), and we will also have ;i,,(J d,) < 
p< +x. 
To prove the claim, suppose that there were a sequence { gliif c C(X) 
with I/g,, -fji + 0, and [P) c A with F(ir'", .) a best approximation 
to S,nr such that g,,- F(a’“, .) possesses no a-alternant of length N+ 1. 
Note that i\F(a”, . j - F(a*, )I/ d /-3 II-f- g,,, i/ for Iz sufficiently large- 
so //F(a”‘, .) - F(a*, .)il -+ 0. Thus by Lemma 1 (c) we can assume 
(Is”’ - a*// + 0. Without loss of generality, suppose j h,, ..~) h, j 5 
(Fita*, .I, . . . . F,.(a*, .) > is a basis for W(a* j. Then by arguments in the 
proof of Theorem 1 (d), for HI suffciently large we have d(C) = N and 
{him, .,r, 11 p+,,j = (Fl(amt .), . . . . F.Ja”‘, . ) j is a basis for ti’(a”‘)~ Mow ‘by 
Theorem l(b) and Carathedory’s theorem [4, p. 173, for each ~1 there is a 
number k Q IV (which by going to subsequences if necessary, we can assume 
to be fixed), numbers O,n,, ,..: 8,, with tf,,>O, Odidk and ~~=OB,,,i= 1. 
and points J‘,,~~, . . .. )‘mk E E,( g,,) with 
Going to subsequences if necessary, we can assume +v,,,, + j, E A’, 
O<i<k, B,,,-+8,>0, O<i<k, with Cf=Ot)i=lD and sgn(g,,J~~,~;)- 
F(a”‘, y.,,,)) + 5, for 06 i< k; since II g,,, - F(a”‘. .)!I -j il.f‘-F(a*. .)I/ 50 we 
have ]@,I = 1 for O<i<k. We also have 
i Biaj[h,( yi), . . . . hsl .vi)] = 0, 
i=O 
r3.3 ; 
and -1~ o, .,.) .)'k j c E,,(f) since for 0 d i < k we have 
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- IFturn* I!mi)-F(a*, Vmi)l - IFCa*, .Ymi)-F(u*v .Yi)l 
3 IIgm-FF(u”*~ .)ll- lf(Yi)bffo’nti)l - Ilf- gmll 
- IlF(u”, .) - qa*, ‘Ill - IFtu*7 Ynri) - F(“*, Yi)l 
+ llf- fTa*, .)I1 
asm-, +~.Nowif,i=J;forsomei#j,thenyj=);=xforsomexEE,*(f). 
Thus Oi = lim, _ ocI %n( gm(Ynti) - F(Qrn, Yli)) = w(fC~) - F(a*, Xl) = 
lim m--t* %n(g,(Ymj) - Qurn, Jmj)) = Oj. so ‘i”iChl(Yi), ...Y hN(Yi)l + 
ejojpI( yj), . ..) hN(yj)]=(8i+8/)ai[h,(yi),...,h,(yj)], and Oi+Oj>O if 
either Oi>O or @,>O. Now coalescing terms in (2.3) as above and deleting 
any zero terms, we have that a nonempty set of vectors of the form 
[h,(xi), . . . . h,(xi)] is linearly dependent, where the xi)s are distinct element 
of E,,(f). But our weak normality assumption implies kV(a*) satisfies the 
Haar condition on E,,(f); thus there must be at least N+ 1 of these 
vectors. Thus we must have k = N, tIi > 0, 0 d i < N, and yj # yj for 0 d i, 
j< N, i#j. By Theorem l(c), (T~(JJ~, . .. . yN; a*) exists with associated signs 
(TV, .. . . o’N and by Theorem l(d), for m sufftciently large 0 J ym,,, .. . . y,,; urn) 
exists and has signs crO, .. . . u,+,. Also we have 0, E co (sgn( g,( ymi) - 
F(P, v,i))[h,,,( Jmf), . . . . h,& Y,~)]: i= 0, . . . . N}. Thus, for m sufficiently 
large, the uniqueness in Theorem l(c) gives sgn( g,( y,,;) - F(um, Y,~)) = 
crmdi for 0 d i < N, where CF”’ = sgn( g,( vmo) -F(P, y,,,,)). Thus 
rs Y( Ymo, ...7 Y~,~; am) is a o-alternant for g,), - F(um, .), and this is a con- 
tradiction. Thus, the claim is established. 
To prove the strong unicity part we assume that F(u, . ) E BY( g). 
Suppose the result is false. Then there is a sequence {g,> c C(X) with 
II L?,, -fll + 0, B.(g,,) = F(Q”‘, . ), and there is a sequence jb”} c A with 
1! ~11~,-~~~“,~~11-11~,-~~~“‘,~~11~0 
m II F(b”‘, . ) - F(ff”, .I II 
as m++co. 
Since y, -+O we must have that (I/F(b”‘, .)/I } is bounded and )I g,-- 
F(b”‘, III - II g, - F(a”, .)II - 0. Now II g, - f’(a”, .)I1 -+ llf- F(a*, .)I, so 
llg,--F(~“~-)ll+ v--J?a*, .)I]. So, using Lemma l(c) and the arguments 
in [3, Theorem 21 we can assume /a”‘- u*ll --+ 0 and [lb” - u*ll -+ 0. 
We can also assume by using the arguments in Theorem l(d) that 
, .), . . . . F,(P, j) is a basis for F+‘(P); also 
a,72 =by = a,? for j> N. Now by the first part, we have that for all m 
sufficiently large there is a o-alternant G Jx,~, . . . . x,,~; am) for h, - F(um, . ); 
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going to subsequences if necessary, we can assume x,~; + xi E X, 0 d i 6 -V, 
and from arguments of the first part of this proof, it folIows that 
,: tx(J) . ..) x,y ) will be the points of a o-ahernant for f - F(a*, . 1. 
Theorem l(d), for m sufficiently large we can assume that cJx,~~ .,.: 
x . a”) and g v(x,, . . . . s,,; mh’, a*) have the same signs gO, . ..) gN. Further 1st 
c be such that sgn(f(x,) -F’(a*, xi)) = oor, for 0 d i< N. Then for m 
sufficiently large we have sgn( g,Jx,,i) - F(a”‘, .xmij) = cc, for 0 < id iV. We 
now claim that there is an a > 0 such that for all 111 suffkiently large 
To prove the claim, suppose that, going to subsequences if necessary which 
we do not relabel, there were positive numbers a, + 0 with 
for all large m. Now for nz sufficiently large, the mean value theorem 
implies that F(a”‘, x,;) - F(b”, x,,~) = D(a*, aniF xi) i o( IIam - b”‘il). Thus 
we have that 
D(a*, am - b”‘, .Y,,,~) + o( /larr: - 6” 11) 
II am -b”II Ijam - b”’ j/ 
:O<i<N <s,!. 1 
i 
Going to subsequences if necessary, we can assume (a7 - b,Y)/( Ijam -b’” ;j j 
+cj. Odj<N, where max(Ic,l:O<j<N}=l. Thus defining c/=(4 for 
j> N we have max{agi D(a*, c, xi): 0 < i < N] d 0. But by the claim in the 
proof of Theorem l(e), we have D(a*, c, ~) = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Thus the claim is established. Again, going to subsequences of necessaryj 
we now have for nz sufficiently large and for some i with 0 6 i < N, 
F(a”‘, xmi) - F(b”, .xKi) 
+ [TUi 
/urn - b’” II 
jl am -b”ll 
3 /jgm--(a”, .)I! +-o! ita’“-bb”‘ii. 
So using Lemma l(b), there is a constant L > 0 such that 
llg,,-F(b”,~)1l~jlg,-F(a”‘,-~/l+aLIIF~b”,~)-~~~“,~~/I. 
Thus y,, b aL, which contradicts the fact that y,, -+ 0. 
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3. LINEAR THEORY 
We now consider the situation where Y is a linear subspace. We take 
A = R”, 11,) h,, . . . . k, E C(X) to be linearly independent and set V* = 
(F(a, .)=alh,+ ‘.. +a,h,,. 1 We have that for all QE RN and all SC X, 
d(a) = N, IV(a) = P’*, and SIGN(a, S) holds; further LH(a, S) and Z(a, S), 
when they hold, are independent of a, and are equivalent if ISI 2 N. Thus 
f~ C(X) will be weakly normal if and only if it has a best approximation 
p* E I’” with V* satisfying the Haar condition on E&f). If V* does 
satisfy the Haar condition on (x,, . . . . -Ye) E 2.V, then CJ yx(~O, .. . . .‘cN; a) exists 
and is independent of a, and will be denoted by ~cJ*(xO, .. . . x,~). 
Given XV* = (x,, . . . . x,~) E 8, with V* satisfying the Haar condition on 
fu Id O, . . . . xN} and ~V*(xO, . . . . -‘c,v) having signs oO, . . . . (TV,,, we define the 
generalized polynomials qi E V* by 
q;(-y/) = CT. J’ j#i, j=O, . . . . N, i=O, . . . . N. (3.1) 
The proofs of the following two lemmas are similar to the proofs given in 
[ 1, Lemma l] and so will be omitted. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose f~ C(X) and X,,. = (.x0, . . . . xN) E 8, with V* sutisfij- 
ing the Huur condition on (x,, . . . . ,Y.~). Let u.,*(+,, . . . . xy) hme signs 
CT~, . .. . (T,~ and define qi for i = 0, . . . . N us in (3.1). Then 
(i) B,*(f, Xy*)= i -Oif(X’) qj, 
j=(l l + Iqji(xj)l 
H 
(ii) !fpE V*, 
then 
-“jP(xj) 
p = j&o 1 + lqj(*u,)l 4i. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose V* satisfies the Hmzr condition on Xv* = (x,, . . . . x,>, 
w’here (x,, , . . . . xN) E 8,.. Then the generalized polynomials qi defined by (3.1) 
satisJb 
/v 
(ii) 
qj 
j:o 1 + lqj(x,)l = O. 
The next theorem gives an explicit form for the local Lipschitz constant, 
j J f ), and as a consequence, shows that B,-, is GAteaux differentiable at 
f, for all f~ C(X) that are weakly normal, and such that jE&f)l = N+ 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose f E C(X) is peak@ normal. iiev,(f jli # 0 a& 
lE,-*(.fjl = N+ 1. Let E,.,(f) = (x0, . . . . x~~,]. Then 
Pioqf: The proof that J,*(f) < Qc.*(X, E,..(f )j is similar to thar in [l, 
Theorem 21 and will be omitted, except to note that Markoffs inequality 
in that proof is replaced by the following fact: There is a function 
$:R+ +R+ with $(6)+0 as 6-O+ with w(p,6)6jlpll$(6j, for alI 
pE 6’*, where ~4 p, 6) is the modulus of continuity of p. To see this we 
note S= (46 V*: j/ql/ = 1 j is compact, and is thus equicontinuous by the 
Arzela-Ascoh theorem; thus ~(S)=sup(/q(x,)-q(-y2)I: YES, .x~..‘c~E.%‘, 
/x-x,165)+0 as 6-O’. Now for any PE V*; ,G f 0. we hue 
o(p:‘Ijpll, 6)<$(6), so w(p, 6)6 IIpIl $(6). The proof that fi,.*(.f)> 
Q&X, E&f )) can be accomplished by selecting jj E C(X) with /j 21; f 0 
and proving. using the inequalities developed in the first part of the proof 
with g=f+tf, that lim,,,(B..(f+tg)-B,.(f))~t exists and equafs 
x:;‘_, ( -G-~~(x,)/( 1 -I lq,(-u,j/ ))qj; this can then be used to show that 
for all go C(X) with 11 gli #O, and this implies I,,*( f j 3 @,-*(X, E,.,(f)). 
The proof of Theorem 2 gives us then the following which is merely a 
generalization of [ 131. 
COROLLARY. Suppose f E C(X) is :r,eakly notma/, lie,,*(f)11 #01 ad 
IE,+(.f)l = Mf 1. Let E&f j = {x0, . . . . .K,, 1. Theit B,-. is Gbteaux d{ferm- 
tiable at f Jx u/l g E C( Xj. Moreocer, 
Remrrrk. The number QV*(X, E,.(f )) depends not explicitly on f but 
only on the set of extreme points of J’- BY*( f ). Thus if we change Jf but 
maintain the same set of extreme points the number cPrZ*(X, E,,,,(f )) will be 
the same. 
The final theorem of this section gives a characterization of the 
strong unicity constant for f E C(X) when ,f is weakly normal an 
/E,,,,(f)/ = N+ 1. We omit the proof since it follows from the arguments of 
[5, Theorem 5] and the fact that IEr,*(.f)l =N+ 1. (See also [ll]~) 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose f6 C(X) is weakly normal, Ile&f)ll #O, and 
IE,,,*(f)l = N+ 1. Let Eva(f) = {x0, . . . . xX}. Then 
lim 
a-o+ 
M,,(f, 6) = MY*(f) = max{ /qiil : 0 9 i< N}. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
We are now in a position to prove our main results which extend 
Theorem 2, its corollary, and Theorem 3 to the nonlinear setting; the 
results turn out to be the same as in the linear case, with V* = fV(a*). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose f E C(X) is weakly normal with best approximation 
F(a*, -) E V, IleY(f)ll # 0, and IEV(f)l = N+ 1. Let E,(f) = {x0, . . . . x,} 
and V* = W( a* ). Then 
where q.i, j = 0, . . . . N, are the generalized polynomials in W(a* ) satisfying 
(3.1). 
ProojY Let 6, be as in Lemma 2, and let j3 = A& 6,) < co. Now sup- 
pose 0 <S < 6,; for 6 sufficiently small and 0 < IIf- gll d 6 we have from 
Lemma 2 that g has a strongly unique best approximation F(a, .), with 
g- F(a, .) having a a-alternant o,,( y,, . . . . yN; a). Now using arguments 
like those in the proof of the tirst part of Lemma 2 or by a generalization 
of [ 1, Lemma 41 we can assume that max{ r(xi, yi) : 0 d i 6 N} is as small 
as we please. We have ]IF(a, .)- F(a*, =)I[ <p Ilf- gll so by Lemma l(c) 
we can assume that Ila--a*l( = O(]IF(a, .)-F(a*, .)II)= O(llf- gll). By 
our definitions and Theorem l(d) we can assume that a.(~,, . . . . x,; a*), 
cJy( y,, . ..) y,; a), cTv*(x o, . . . . xN), and a,,( yo, . . . . yN) all have the same 
signs go, . . . . ~{v. Now from Lemma l(a) we have 
IIF(a, .)-F(a*, .)-D(a*, a-a*, .)II =O(ll~--*II)=o(Ilf-gll). (4.1) 
Let f=f- F(a*, .) and g=g-F(a*, .); we now claim that liB,,( g) - 
B,*(f) - qa*, a-a*, . )I] = o( IIf- gll). Once this has been shown, apply- 
ing (4.1) we will have 
IIF(a, . ) - qa*, .)I1 - Il~v*(S)- Bv*(f)Il 
d IIF(a, .) - qa*, .) - (B,*(E) - B,*(f))ll 
6 IIF(a, .)-F(a*, .)-D(a*, a-a*,.)11 
+ IIB.*(g)--B.*(f)--(a*, a-a*,-)11 =o(llf-g/l). 
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Now IIf- g/j = IIf-- gIl and we have 
ima, .I - Ha”, .)II < ll~v*(f) - B,*(E)l! + I’ cilf- g’l j 
Ilf-gll ’ IIP- till I I > 
where v,(t) + 0 as t --+ O+. Thus we have for 6 > 0 sufficiently small, since 
for any g with 0 < Il.f- gll 66 there is a g with 0~ l]E- 911 dt;, 
<ssup ll~v*(~)--B,*~f~ll 
i IV- Sll 
+rl(,lJ-L’llj:O<,lp-g~,46‘ 
i 
So E,.(,f, 6) < i,.*(f, 6) + supjr,(I(f- gj(): 0 < ilf- g/l < 6). Therefore, 
lim, +0 AL,(f. 6)dlim,,, Ac,*(L 6). Similar arguments prove the reverse 
inequality, and so we have lim, +0 i, v(J 6) = lim, _ 0 A &,-(f, 6). But by 
Theorem l(g) we have BG.*(f) =0 and E,,.(j)= E,(f), so Theorem 2 
implies that lim, +0 n,,(f,6)=un,.,(X,E,(f))=lim,,,E.,,(f,b)=~.(/B. 
There remains only to prove the claim. First note that (4.1) implies 
11 g - Lqa*, a - a”, . )ll d llg-4& .)ll +4f- gll). (4.2 j 
Now for i = 0, . . . . N, 
I g( Ji) - ma*, a -a*, ?.;)I 
3 Ig(yi)-F(L7, j>j)l - IIF(U, .) -F(O*, -) - D(Q*, a--Q*;)li 
2 II g - F(Q, . Ill - 4 Ilf- gll 1. (4.3) 
Since sgn( g( yj) - D(a*, a-a*, yj)) = sgn( g( ~3~) - ~?(a, JT~)) = OCR, for some 
0 = -t 1, 0 < ib N, and D(a*, a-u*, .) E I’*, we have form (4.3) an3 
Theorem 1 (f) 
llg-Bv*(8)ll 3 IIg--F(a, 4 -4llf-gIlI. (4.4) 
Now applying the strong unicity part of Lemma 2 to V* there is a y > 0 
such that 
iIB,.*(g)-D(a*,a-a*,‘)11 <(l/y)[llg-D(a*, a-a*;)11 - II~FBv~(~HI. 
Then (4.2 j and (4.4) imply 
IIB,.,(g)--.D(a*,a-aa”.-) 
~(Ii~qClig-m, 3 i-~(llf--II)-(lIg--Fja, ~iil-CfW-~gi!~U 
= 4 1l.F g/l h 
which establishes the claim and the theorem. 
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The following corollary generalizes a result of [12] where it is shown 
that in the case of ordinary rational function approximation on a closed 
interval where f is normal with jE,,(f)l =N+ 1, the B, is Gateaux 
differentiable at j (See also [2].) 
COROLLARY. Suppose that f E C(X) is weakly normal with best 
approximation F(a*, .)E V, Ilev( #O, and \EY(f)l =N+ 1. Let E,(f)= 
{ x0, . . . . x,}, V* = W(a*), and 0.(x,, . . . . x,; a*) have signs co, . . . . a-W. Then 
B,, is GBteaux differentiable at f for all g E C(X). Moreover, 
*V 
- Oj dxj) 
DfBv(g) = j;o 1 + jqj(xj)l qjy (4.5) 
where qj, 0 6 j < N, are the generalized polwonzials in W(a*) satisfying 
(3.1). Thus llDfBr,ll =@,*(X, EV(f)). 
ProoJ: Let g E C(X). If g = 0 then (4.5) holds, so assume g & 0. For 
any nonzero t, let g, = f + tg, f =f- F(a*, -), and gr = g, - F(a*, .). In the 
proof of Theorem 4, it was shown that (with g, replacing g) 
IIB.(g,)--B,(f)-(B,.(g,)-B,*(f))II =o(llf-ETA). 
This then implies 
II 
B,(f +tg)-B.(f)-B..(f+tg)-B&f) 
II 
Ott IId) =- 
t t t 
which approaches zero as t + 0. As in Theorem 4 we have E,,(f) = EY(f), 
but by the corollary to Theorem 2, we have lim Bv(f+ tg) - Bv(f) 
1-O t 
so (4.5) follows. 
The final theorem was proved in [ 111 for the situation of ordinary 
rational function approximation on a closed interval with normality in 
place of weak normality. We note also that a similar theorem has been 
shown to hold under somewhat different assumptions [S]. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose f E C(X) is weakly normal with best approximation 
F(a*, .)E V, Ilev( #O, and IEJf)l =N+ 1. Let E,(f)= (x0, .. ..x.,,), 
and V*= W(a*). Then 
lim M.(f,6)=k(f)=max{Ilq,J:O<i<N), 
d-0 
where qi, 0 < i < N, are the generalized polJ>nomials in W(a*) satisj@ng 
(3.1). 
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PFOOJ: For 6 > 0, consider F(a, .) E V with 0 < i/F(a, .j - F(a*, . )I1 6 6. 
Then from Lemma l(d), for 6 > 0 sufficiently small we can assume 
Iju--*/I =O(IIF(a, .)-F(u*, .)/I). Let f=f-F(a*, .j; as in the proof of 
Theorem 4, we have II,. E 0 and E,,(f) = E,,(J‘). Now by Lemma I(a j 
F(a, .) - F(a*,.) = D(a*,a-a*,.) + o(lla-a*l/) = &‘a*,~-cP,.) + 
o(!lfTu, 9-q’(u*, .)ll), so for 13 > 0 sufficiently small we have 
D(a”, a-u*;) f 0, so llf-qa*, u-u*, ‘j/i - \l.fI/ >O. We now claim 
that for 6 > 0 sufficiently small 
IlFlu, .)-eu*, .)I1 IImu*, u - a*,.) - B,-*(fill j 
llf-F(a, .)I\ - )lf-F(a*, .)I\ - /If-D(a*. a-a*;)\\ - llf-B,,.(f)lj 1 
d U(6), 
where u(h)-+0 as 6-O’. To see this, let ~l(u)=~lF(a,.)-F(u*,.)~i- 
D(u*, a--*,.)11; then llC/l(u)l < IIF(u, .j-F(a*, +D(a*, a-u*,.jli = 
O(IIF(U, -j-qu*, ,)II). So sup(l$r(a)l/llF(a, .)-F(u*, .)I!: O< lida, .)- 
F(a*, .)I1 < 61 + 0 6 + O+. Likewise, let $?(a) = /IS- F(a, -)I\ -- 
iIS-F(a*, .)I1 -(IL-D(a*, u-u*, 3 - llfll j; then l$AaN 6 llfI~*. 4 - 
F(a,.)+D(u*,u-u*,.)lj=o(lIF(a,.)-F(u*, .)ll). 5% sup(l$2(a)l/il~~~~ .i 
- F(u*, .)!I : 0 < llF(u, .) - F(&+, ‘)\I d S} --) 0 as 6 -+ 0’. We have then that 
IlFia, +fIu*, 3 IID(u*, G-u*, .) - Bv*(f)ll 
Ilf-Fia, .)I - wnu*r .)I1 - JIGma*, U--*:.)/l - ll.f-Bv*(f,ll, 
llau*, a-u*,.)11 +$1(u) 
= ( ll.f- qu*, n-a* 
liD(a*, ~-~*,,)ll 1 
,.)I1 - llfll+ +du)- llf--(a’, a-a*,.)11 - IIPII I 
ti,(u)(llS- Na*, a-a*,.)11 - llfll I- $?(a) Wa*, ~--*,.)/I 
= (llf-F(a, -ill - Ilf-fIu*, ~)ll)(llf-~(u*~~-~4.~)II - llfll) 
ilF(u, .)-F(u*, .)I1 
= IL-F(u, .)I1 - llf-F(u*> .)I1 
Now by the strong uniqueness of F(a*, . ), there is a y1 > 0 such that 
II-f-F(a, .)I1 - l/f-F(a*, .)I1 2~~ lIF(u, .)-F(a*, .)I], and by the strong 
uniqueness of B,.-,(f), there is a yz >O such that i/f- D(a*, a-c*,. jii - 
llfll 2 h lID(a*, u-u*,. )Il. So we have from (4.6), 
lIFta, .I - F(a*, . )ll IlD(a*, u-a*,.) - ~df)il 
,~l~-f7u,-)il-ll~-~(u*,-)ll~ll~-~(u*,u-~*,-)ll-~l~-~~~(/)~~~ 
~(~hi)[l~~(U)l/llF(u, .)-F(u*, .)I1 +$JQ)li(j’.2 ilF(u, .I-fTa*, -)111:3 
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so setting 
46) = suP((lly,)CIIl/,(a)llll~(a, .) 
- F(a*, .)I1 + I$*(a)ll(r* IIFia, .) -F(a*, .)I1 )I : 
0 < IMa, .I - JIa*, . III 6 S}, 
the claim follows. 
Now for 6 >O sufficiently small, if 0~ IIF(a, .)-F(a*, .)I\ <6 then 
0-c lp(u*, u-u *,.)I1 = IIF(a, .)-FI’(a*;)ll +O(Il~(a;)-F(a*;)11)~26 
and it follows that 
i 
IIn& .I - F(a*, . )II 
sup ,lf~F(u,~)(I~I,f~F(u*,~)II:~~~‘~~lI~~~~~~--F~~*~~~ll~~ 
I 
6 sup i 
“P-Bv*if)ll IpE v*, o< lIpI <26 +u(6). 
Ilf- PII - llfll i 
Thus lim, _ 0 M,(f, 6) 31im,,, M,*(f, 6). 
For the reverse inequality, suppose p E V*, with 0 < II pII < 6, for 6 small. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that {F,(u*, .), . . . . F,(u*, .)} is a 
basis for IV(a*), so p = D(u*, c, .) for some c E R”, and we can take ci = 0 
for i> N. Now by standard arguments from the linear independence of 
{ma*), . ..’ F,(a*, 41 we have that for some L > 0, llcll < L II pII. Thus, by 
Lemma l(a), for 6 > 0 sufficiently small, 
IIF(u* + c, .)-flu*, .)I1 = IlD(a”, c, . ) + 4 II4 III Q II Pll + 4L II Pll) d 24. 
So by arguments similar to those above, for 6 > 0 sufficiently small, we 
have 
{ 
II P - BY*(f)11 
sup llf- PII - llfll 
: pE v*, o< IIpI( g26 
> 
d sup 
{ 
IIF(4 .I - I;(a*, . III 
,,f- F(u, . ),I _ ,,f- F(u*, . ),, : a E 4 0 < IIJTG .I - t;(a*, . III G 26 
I 
+ 2.4 26). 
Therefore, lim, -0 M,(f, 6) d lim, _ 0 MG& 6). Since Ile,*(f)li #O and 
y” = E.(f)? we have by Theorem 3 kY(f) = lim, +0 M,(.f, 6) < 
6-OMV*(~6)=max(Ilqill:06i6N}. 
Remark. The strong unicity constant M,(f) and the local strong 
unicity constant A?,(f) = lim, _ 0 M,,(f, 6), as noted earlier, are identical if 
V is linear. If V is nonlinear then in general tiV(f) # MV(f). This was 
demonstrated for ordinary rational functions on a closed interval in [ 111. 
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